Oxford Hungarian Society
Hilary Term 2011

All meetings will be held in the MacGregor Room, Oriel College,
except the 18 February meeting, which will be held in the Harris Building.
Friday 21 January at 8pm

Social Evening
To start the new term; we are also planning a book exchange

Friday 28 January at 8pm

Stephanie Bolt

‘A Hungarian Friend’: Moholy-Nagy in Littlehampton
During his stay in Sussex in 1936, M-N made two films. Lobsters is world-renowned, but the other, An
Ocean Tale only exists now in the memories of two elderly men who were involved in the film as boys.
Stephanie, an artist, uncovers traces of this lost gem.

Friday 4 February at 8pm

Peter Barta

Joyce’s Epiphany and Munkácsy’s ‘Ecce Homo’
Peter, a professor of English at the University of Surrey, will consider Joyce’s essay on Munkácsy's
painting and compare the two artists in the light of Joyce’s understanding of the concept of epiphany,
which marked a move from classic realism towards high modernity.

Friday 11 February at 8pm

Peter Zollman

George Faludy (1910-2006): The Ulysses of Hungarian Poetry
Peter introduces his recently published volume of Faludy translations.

Friday 18 February at 8pm

Lecture Theatre, Harris Building, Oriel College

[please note venue: on the ‘Island Site’, through the tunnel under the street]

Film show:

Szerelem (Love)

with English subtitles

A 1971 classic based on short stories by Tibor Déry and directed by Károly Makk

Friday 4 March at 8pm

Alan Cowey

Brain imaging: Does it tell us how the brain works?
Alan is a professor emeritus, FRS, and a foreign member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Oxford is one of the major international centres for functional imaging and there is a strong continuing
Hungarian component in its development.
Please visit our site on the Internet, at www.hungsoc.com

The OXFORD HUNGARIAN SOCIETY exists for all those
interested in matters Hungarian. Please keep this programme and
show it to anyone else who might like to attend. We have no
membership fee, but ask for contributions to defray our not
inconsiderable expenses (minimum £5 per term suggested,
students £2). Cheques made out to ‘Oxford Hungarian Society’
can be sent to Kati Evans, Rowan Cottage, 45 Sunningwell
Village, Oxford OX13 6RD (please use form below).
Kati Evans
email: hungsoc@hungsoc.com
tel. Oxford 736973 (home, at all reasonable times)

TO OXFORD HUNGARIAN SOCIETY
I enclose my contribution of £ ______ for Hilary Term 2011

Name
Address (including email address if you have one)

Please visit our site on the Internet, at www.hungsoc.com

